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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Product China Cube Backsplash Tile Waterjet 3D Marble Mosaics

Short Description: This 3 dimensional shaped waterjet

marble mosaic is our new product. The tile is made of

grey marble cube chips and inlaid with white and

black stripes. The whole surface looks elegant and

exquisite.

Model No.: WPM427

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Stone mosaic is made of purely natural stone. All kinds of stones are different in material,

texture, color, etc., so the effect of choosing a stone mosaic is very good! When designing,

the metropolis chooses to use stone mosaics for decoration or to make puzzles with stone

mosaics. This cubic 3d marble mosaic is made up of natural gray rhombus mosaic tile chips
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and inlaid with white and black marble strips. It is 100% handmade by our factory workers.

This kind of handmade often gives people a refreshing feeling, very delicate and beautiful.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Product China Cube Backsplash Tile Waterjet 3D Marble Mosaics

Model No.: WPM427

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Marble Materials: Crystal Grey, Crystal White, Black Marquina

Product Series

Model No.: WPM427

Surface: Polished

Color: Dark Grey & Black & White

Model No.: WPM396

Surface: Honed & Polished & Grooved

Color: Light Grey & White

Product Application

The most common application of this Waterjet 3D Marble Mosaic Tile is for wall and backsplash mosaic

stone cladding, such as decorative wall tiles for kitchen backsplash, decorative tile over stove, mosaic tile

vanity backsplash, and splash back tiles in the bedroom.



Some people may concerns about the high temperature will impact the mosaic tiles, because our

mosaic stone tiles are made of hard marble with a Moh’s hardness of 2.65 g/cm3, it can withstand high

temperature, so don't worry that installing it in the kitchen will affect the service life of the product due

to high temperature.

FAQ

Q: How do you deliver the mosaic products to me?

A: We mainly ship our stone mosaic products by sea shipping, if you are urgent to get the goods, we

can arrange it by air as well.

Q: How long can I get your reply about my inquiry?

A: Normally we will reply back within 24 hours, and within 2 hours during working time (9:00-18:00

UTC+8).

Q: What is your working time?

A: 9:00-18:00 UTC+8, Monday - Friday, closed on weekends and Chinese holidays.

Q: Do your products have the third-party testing reports, such as SGS?

A: We don't have any testing reports about our marble mosaic products, and we can arrange for

third-party testing if you need it.


